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To organize daily operations, airlines have 4 planning stages to distribute the available resources such
as aircraft and crews to activities such as flights and maintenance events. The last step is usually the
Airline Crew Scheduling Problem, in which crew members are assigned to specific flights in a planning
period with the objective to have the cost minimizing solution. This problem has received much attention due to the high savings potential of crew cost; generally, it is solved in two sequential steps called
crew pairing and crew assignment to better manage complexity and following the process of first minimizing the schedule costs and then satisfying crew members. Similar processes can be found for railways and other transport industries.
Integrated crew scheduling is the idea of combining both crew scheduling problems again to achieve
a lower overall cost and to consider employee preferences earlier. These models are challenged by the
large problem size due to the combinatorial nature of the problem; multiple solution techniques have
been identified such as improvements of column generation, colony ant optimization or genetic algorithms to name a few.

Aim of the master thesis should be to,
- introduce the crew scheduling problem and the disadvantage of the sequential approach,
- summarize integrated crew scheduling models
- to discuss a specific integrated crew scheduling in detail,
- to create an academical example with a small network in AMPL or another modelling language;
here the model should be the focus and as solution procedure a state-of-the-art solver may be
used,
- to provide open research gaps and future trends.
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